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1. Introduction 
Nakano [4,5] introduced two logical systems with the inference rules that are in- 
tended to give logical interpretation for the catch and throw mechanism used in fimc- 
tional languages such as Lisp. In this paper, we introduce two natural deduction systems 
NJ,,, and NK,,,. NJ,,, is an extension of the intuitionistic natural deduction system NJ 
with the catch and the throw rules, and N&it is an extension of the classical natural 
deduction system NK with the catch and the throw rules. As in [5], these rules are 
motivated from the catch and throw program constructs. Compared to [5], our system 
is simpler (fewer rules and fewer logical symbols), and, hopefully, our rules reflect the 
essence of the catch-throw mechanism more faithfully than the corresponding rules in 
Nakano’s system do. 
We formulate NJ,,, and N K+ in a standard way, except that ( 1) we attach an 
assumption variable to each assumption formula in a proof figure in order to capture the 
mechanism of variable abstraction in the implication introduction rule and disjunction 
elimination rule, and (2) we attach a tag variable to each premise of the throw rule 
in order to capture the mechanism of variable abstraction in the catch rule. 
The main results of this paper are that NJ,, is logically equivalent to NJ, and that 
N&i, is logically equivalent to NK. Namely, any formula is provable in NJ,,, (N&it) 
if and only if it is provable in NJ (NK). The equivalence of NJ,,, with NJ is derived 
as a corollary of a stronger theorem which states that any NJ,,+ proof can be converted 
to a proof without applications of the catch rule. 
In this paper, we also give an interpretation of NJ,,, in terms of an extension of 
type-free lambda calculus by the catch and throw mechanism. This interpretation is an 
extension of the Curry-Howard isomorphism between NJ proofs and lambda terms, 
and as such, reduction of NJ,,, proofs are interpreted as reduction of lambda terms 
with catch and throw mechanism. 
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We will also explain the difference between our system and Nakano’s system in 
more detail. 
2. The natural deduction system NJ,,, 
In this section, we introduce the natural deduction system NJ,,,. The formulas of 
the system is constructed from an infinite set of propositional variables and from the 
absurdity proposition I by means of the three connectives A, V and >. We will use 
A, B, C, etc. as meta variables ranging over formulas. We define TA as an abbreviation 
of A > I, as usual. 
In addition to the usual language of the intuitionistic logic, we assume that there are 
two mutually disjoint infinite sets of assumption variables and tag variabies. These 
variables are attached to formulas in proofs if necessary, and we assume that the 
variables attached to distinct formulas are distinct but it is possible to attach distinct 
variables to a particular formula within a proof figure. We will use x, y, etc. to denote 
assumption variables and U, v, etc. to denote tag variables. A formula to which an 
assumption (tag) variable is attached is said to be an assumption formula (tagged 
formula). Assumption formulas and tagged formulas will be generically called context 
formulas. Also, assumption variables and tag variables are generically called context 
variables. 
If an assumption (tag) variable n (u) is attached to a formula A, then we will indicate 
this by AX (A,). It is possible that an assumption formula AX becomes a tagged formula 
A$ 
We now explain the inference rules of NJ,. For this, we first prepare a terminol- 
ogy, which, strictly speaking, should be inductively defined simultaneously with the 
definition of proofs. Let Z7 be a proof, u be a tag variable and E be a formula. We 
say that I( is attachable to E in l7, if any free occurrence of u in ll is not attached to 
a formula that is not E. First, we have the following two rules which are not present 
in NJ. 
l (Throw): If n is a proof whose conclusion is E and u is a tag variable attachable 
to E in II, then 
n 
-j !u 
is also a proof. We understand that the tag variable u is attached to the occurrence 
of E (as the conclusion of n) by this application of the throw rule, and this E will 
be referred to as the tagged formula E,,. This application of the throw rule is said 
to be nested if the tag variable u occurs free in 17, and is said to be Jtat otherwise. 
l (Catch): If n is a proof whose conclusion is A and u is attachable to E in II, then 
n 
AVE- 
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is also a proof. We understand that all the free occurrences of the tag variable u in 
II becomes bound in the new proof, and we say that all the (free) occurrences of 
the tagged formula E, are discharged by the application of the catch rule. 
More informally, we can spell out the above two rules in the following way: 
E 
- !u 
E A 
- ?u 
A --’ AVE 
The throw rule says that we may derive any conclusion A from the premise E. Ume- 
stricted use of such a rule is, of course, not sound. In order to make this rule sound, 
we introduced the notion of a tagged formula. Thus, when the throw rule is applied, 
the premise E in the rule becomes a tagged formula E,,. We can discharge these tagged 
formulas by the catch rule. Namely, in the catch rule, we can derive the conclusion 
A v E from the premise A by discharging the free occurrences of the tagged formula 
&. 
In NJ+ we formulate the implication introduction rule as follows. Let II be a proof 
whose conclusion is B. If II contains no free occurrences of tag variables and x is an 
assumption variable attached to A, then 
is also a proof. We show this inference rule in the following way: 
--x 
A 
We understand that all the free occurrences of the assumption variable x in Zl becomes 
bound in the new proof and at the same time all the free occurrences of the assumption 
formula AX in ZI are discharged by the application of the implication introduction rule. 
We also note that if II does not contain the applications of the throw rule, then we 
can always apply the implication introduction rule. 
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In addition to the above rules, NJ,,, has all the inference rules of NJ, which we 
list below for the sake of completeness: 
--x 
A 
I 
- abort 
C 
g pair 
AAB 
- car 
A 
AAB 
- cdr 
B 
--x -x 
A B 
. . . . . . 
A 
- in1 
AVB 
B 
- inr 
AVB 
AVBc ‘casex 
c 
--x 
A 
B 
~ nx 
A>B 
A>B A 
~ apply B 
The disjunction elimination rule above could also be formulated as follows: 
-X 
A BY 
. . . . . . 
AVB C C 
C 
case x y 
Since the scope of the assumption variable x in the subproof of C from the assumption 
A and the scope of the assumption variable y in the subproof of C from the assump- 
tion B are disjoint, we can slightly simplify the inference rule by attaching the same 
assumption variable to both A and C. 
Thus, NJ,,, is obtained from NJ by adding the two rules catch and throw and then 
by modifying the implication introduction rule as explained above. 
We can classify all the rules of NJ,,, other than the assumption rule into introduction 
rules and elimination rules as shown in Table 1. 
Let II be an NJ,,, proof, A be a formula, r be a finite set of assumption formulas, 
and A be a finite set of tagged formulas. Then we write 
Table 1 
Introduction Elimination 
l_ (abort) 
A (pair) (c=),(ch) 
V (inl),(inr) (case x) 
3 (h) CaPPlY) 
u (!u) (-1 
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if the conclusion formula of LI is A, the set of assumption formulas is a subset of r 
and the set of tagged formulas is a subset of A. In this case, we say that II is a proof 
of A under the context r; A. If A = 8, then we write II : f I- A for ZZ : r k A;& and 
if moreover r = 8, then we write n E A for II : 0 t- A; 8. We say that a formula A is 
provable in NJ,,, if II t- A holds for some II. 
A proof II is said to be catch-free if it contains no applications of the catch rule. It 
is easy to see that if II is catch-free and Zl has no free occurrences of tagged formulas 
then II contains no applications of the throw rule. A proof ii’ is nested if it contains 
one or more applications of nested throw rules, and is j7at otherwise. 
We now introduce proof conversion rules, which will later be used to prove our main 
theorem. Following Girard et al. [2], we classify these rules to standard conversion 
rules which are used to simplify the applications of an introduction rule immediately 
followed by an elimination rule, and to commuting conversion rules which are used 
to exchange the order of two consecutive applications of inference rules. We also 
have several special conversion rules which are used to eliminate applications of the 
catch rule and replace them by the (inl) rule. All of these conversion rules enjoy the 
property that they preserve the conclusion and the context of the proofs. Namely, if 
El is a proof of a formula C under some context and if Il is converted to C by one 
of the conversion rules, then C is also a proof of C under the same context. We will 
leave the easy task of verifying this property to the reader. 
If II is a proof whose conclusion is C, then we will write 
for II. If II is a proof, x is an assumption variable and C is a proof whose conclusion 
is A, then Zl[A’ +- C] stands for the result of substituting Z for all the free occurrences 
of 
-X 
A 
in II. This may not be a valid proof if C contains free occurrences of tag variables 
because of the restriction on the implication introduction rule. So, in the following, 
when we use this notation, we will assume that C is a tag variable free proof. In this 
substitution operation, we assume the usual convention of renaming bound assumption 
variables in 17 in order to avoid the possible collision of variables. 
Standard conversions: There are 6 possible introduction/elimination pairs for which 
standard proof conversions are possible. Of these only the pair ( ! u, ?u) is new and the 
rest are well known. We list below all the 6 standard conversion rules for completeness. 
l (pair, car): 
n, nz 
A B 
AAB pair H l7i 
- car A 
A 
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(pair, cdr): 
n1 n2 
A B 
AAB pair t-) n2 
- cdr B 
B 
(inl, case x): 
n1 
A 
AVB 
inl n2 fl3 ~ WA* +- n,l 
c c C 
c 
case x 
(inr, case x): 
fil 
B - inr n2 fl3 h fl3[F +n11 
AVB 
’ ’ case x 
C 
C 
(k apply): 
n1 
2-h n2 k fl,[-@ + U21 
A>B A B 
B apply 
( ! u, ?u): We may apply the following conversion provided that I7 contains no free 
occurrences of the tag variable u. We call this conversion the successful catch con- 
uersion, since this conversion successfully catches the throw rule just above the catch 
rule: 
n n 
E E 
- inr 
AvE 
Failed catch conversion: Suppose that II contains no free occurrences of the tag 
variable u, and we applied the ?u rule to II. Then as II contains no free U, all the 
attempts to catch the !u rule must fail. So, we have this conversion: 
n n 
A A 
-??u H - 
AVE AVE 
in1 
Nested throw conversion: Even if the !u rule is immediately followed by the ?u 
rule, we cannot apply the successful catch rule if the proof whose conclusion is the 
premise of the ?u is nested. We can use this conversion rule to convert any nested 
proof to a flat proof. Suppose that If is a proof whose last applied rule is the ! ZJ rule 
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and suppose that Ii’ has one or more occurrences of the tag variable u. Then we have 
the following conversion rule: 
En J- z!U -EVE ?ld FXPex 
E - !u 
A 
Commuting conversions: Here we introduce commuting conversion rules that are 
used to move any specified application of the catch rule ?u upward in a proof until 
either the standard conversion for the introduction/elimination pair ( ! u, ?u) becomes 
applicable or the failed catch conversion becomes applicable. 
l (r,?u), where r is car, cdr, inl, inr, abort or !v (v $ u): 
n1 
A 
- ?I 
I-+ AVE 
n1 
--x 
A 
-r 
a ctE inl 
CVE 
ex 
l (r, ?u), where r is pair or apply: 
n1 n2 
ABr 
C 
CVE ?’ 
converts to 
n2 
-x -Y 
A Br 
n1 _ B 
?u BvE ?’ 
ET 
A CVE lnr 
-x 
E 
AVE CVE 
case y CVE inr 
CVE 
case x 
0 (case x,?u): 
n1 n2 n3 
AVB c c casex 
C 
CvETU 
converts to 
n1 C- C' - - 
AVB 7u AVB’ CVETU E y. 
(AvB)vE . CVE 
” E ?Ucase x 
CVE Inr 
CVE 
case y 
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3. Elimination of the catch rule 
In this section we show that any NJ,,, proof can be converted to a catch-free proof 
preserving the conclusion and the context of the proof. Namely, we prove the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 1 (The catch elimination theorem). Suppose that 17 : r k A; A Then there 
is a catch-free proof Z such that Z : r I- A; A. 
Proof. If ll is nested, then we can convert it to a flat proof by applying the nested 
throw conversion rule sufficiently many times. So, we may assume that n is flat from 
the outset. Let k be the number of the applications of the catch rule in ZI. If k = 0, 
then we are done by putting C L 17. Otherwise, let nl be a subproof of Il such that 
its last rule is the catch rule and it contains no other applications of the catch rule, 
and apply the following lemma to n, to obtain a catch-free proof Cl. By substituting 
Cl for ZI, in n we obtain a proof which has k - 1 applications of the catch rule. By 
applying the induction hypothesis to this proof, we can obtain the desired proof Z. 0 
Lemma 1. Let lI be a Jrat proof such that Ii! : r k D V E; A, its last rule is the catch 
rule and it contains no other applications of the catch rule. Then we can construct a 
flat catch-free proof Z such that C : r k D V E; A. 
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the size of II. Since the last applied rule 
of ZI is ?u, ZZ is of the following form: 
First we deal with the special case where II0 contains no free occurrences of u. In this 
case, we can apply the failed catch conversion rule to obtain the following catch-free 
proof: 
n0 
D:E 
in1 
We now consider the case where ZIo contains one or more free occurrences of the 
tag variable u. We classify the proof Zi’ according to the second last rule applied to get 
n. The last rule applied is, of course, the catch rule, and as this is the only application 
of the catch rule in n, the second last rule cannot be the catch rule. Also, we do not 
have to consider the cases where the second last rule is the assumption rule or the 
implication introduction rule, because these cases are covered by the special case we 
just treated. 
Now all the remaining cases can be taken care of by one of the commuting con- 
version rules or by the ( ! u, ?u) conversion rule. We note that all of these conversion 
rules convert a flat proof to a flat proof. 0 
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We can now obtain the following theorem as a corollary to Theorem 1. 
Theorem 2. NJ,/, is logically equivalent to NJ. Namely, any formula is provable in 
NJ,,, if and only if it is provable in NJ. 
4. The programming language A 
In this section we introduce a simple type free functional language with the catch and 
throw mechanism. We call the language II and this language will be used to interpret 
N Jcit proofs as programs following the proofs-as-programs principle. This interpretation 
will be given by a syntactic translation from NJ, proofs into LI terms. The image of 
this translation will naturally constitute a typed language as we will remark at the end 
of this section. 
We define the terms of A by the following grammar, where we use a, b, c etc. as 
meta-variables for terms: 
a::=x 
1 (pair a b) 1 (car a> 1 (cdr a> 
1 (id a> I (inr a> 1 (case c (x a> (x b)) 
I 0-x a> I (apply a b) 
I (abort a> 
( (!ua) 1 (?24a) 
We first define a mapping r which translates each NJ,,, proof ZI to a n term z(n). 
The translation r is very natural because for any proof n, n and z(n) have essentially 
the same syntactic structure as can be seen by the definition of the translation below. 
1. z AX ex. 
( 1 
2. If r is car, cdr, inl, inr, abort, k, !u or ?u then 
n 
z c’ ( ) 22 (r z(n)) 
3. If r is pair or apply, then 
r(yr) ik (r r(nl) z(n2)) 
4. z 
( 
171 fl2 n3 
C 
case x 
> 
b (case r(ZIl) (x z(Z12)> (x z(n3))) 
Next, we define conversion rules on LI in such a way that proof conversions will 
commute with program conversions under the translation r. As this is a rather strong 
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requirement, we are forced to introduce the following term conversion rules which 
faithfully mirror the proof conversion rules we introduced in Section 3. 
l Failed catch conversion: If u does not occur free in a, then 
(?u a) H (in1 a) 
l Successful catch conversion.. If u does not occur free in a, then 
(?u (!u a)) H (inr a) 
l (r, ?u), where r is car, cdr, inl, inr, abort or ! v (v +i u): 
(?u (r a)) H 
(case (?u a) (x (in1 (r x))) (x (inr x))) 
l (r, ?u), where r is pair or apply: 
(?u (r a b)) H 
(case (?u a) 
(x (case (?u b) 
(Y (inI (r x Y))) 
(Y (inr y))) 
(x (inr x)))) 
0 (case x,?u): 
(?u (case c (x a) (x b))) H 
(case (?u c) 
(Y (case Y (x (?u a)) (x (?u b)))) 
(.Y (inr v))) 
l Nested throw conversion: If a has a free occurrence of the tag variable u, then: 
(!u a) H (!u (case (?u a) (x x) (xx))) 
0 (pair, car): 
(car (pair a b)) ++ a 
l (pair, cdr): 
(cdr (pair a b)) H b 
l (inl, case x): If a is tag variable free, then 
(case (in1 a) (x b) (x c)) ++ b[x + a] 
l (inr, case x): If a is tag variable free, then 
(case (inr a) (x b) (x c)) ++ c[x +- a] 
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l (J.x, apply): If b is tag variable free, then 
(apply (2 x a) b) H a[x c b] 
We remark that we can also add the following conversion rules which can be used 
to move the ! operator from inside to outside. As it is easy to see that these conver- 
sion rules also reflect suitable proof conversion rules in NJ,,,, we omit to show the 
corresponding proof conversion rules. 
l ( ! u, r), where r IS car, cdr, inl, inr, abort or ! v (v may be u): 
(r(l=)) H (!uc) 
l (! u, r), where r is pair or apply: 
(r(!uc)b) H (!uc) 
(ra(!uc)) H (!uc) 
0 ( ! u, case x): 
(case (!uc)(xa)(xb)) H (!uc) 
If the variable x does not occur free in c, then 
(case d (x (!u c)) (x b)) H (!u c) 
(case d(xa)(x(!uc))) H (!uc) 
We can now define the operational semantics of n in terms of the following reduction 
relation --+. Let a and b be n terms, then a + b holds if there is a specified occurrence 
of a subterm c of a and a term d such that c H d holds and b is obtained from a 
by replacing the specified occurrence of c with d. A term a is normal if a --f b holds 
for no b. 
We say that a n term c has type C (which is a formula) under the context r; A if 
there is a proof ll such that II : r t- C; A and c E r(n). Then, since our conversion 
rules of n are based on proof conversions, we have the following theorem which 
ensures the subject reduction property of typable A terms. 
Theorem 3. If c has type C under some context, and c --) d, then d has type C 
under the same context. 
As for other properties of A, it is an open problem whether all the typable ,4 terms 
are strongly normalizing. We will also comment on this in the conclusion section. 
The programming language n is not Church-Rosser. To see this, let a and b be two 
distinct normal terms, and put 
cz(?~(pair(!ua)(!ub))). 
Then, we have 
c+(?u(!uu))-+ (inr a> 
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and 
c -+ (?u (!u b)) + (inr b). 
If we impose the condition that a programming language must be Church-Rosser, then 
we have to restrict the conversion rules so that the language becomes more determin- 
istic. For example, we conjecture that we can recover the Church-Rosser property of 
the language by deleting the last two types of conversion rules above, namely, ( ! u, r) 
and ( ! u, case x). Even without these reduction rules, we can reduce any term into a 
term without the catch construct, by applying the reduction steps shown in the proof 
of the catch elimination theorem. 
5. The tag application rule 
In this section we introduce an inference rule called the tag application rule. We 
will later see that this rule is derivable from other rules of NJ,,,, but we think that 
this rule is useful enough to be included in the rules of NJ,,,. 
As a motivation for introducing the tag application rule, we note that the catch rule 
?u abstracts the so far free occurrences of the variable u by making them bound. It 
is then natural to consider the following rule which may be used to instantiate the 
abstracted variable and make it free again. 
l (Tag application): If Xl is a proof whose conclusion is A V E and u is a tag variable 
attachable to E in II, then 
n 
A+ tapply 
-u 
A 
is a proof of A. We understand that, in this proof, the tag variable u is attached to 
the formula E just above the conclusion A, and this E becomes the tagged formula 
E,,, This application of the tag application rule is said to be nested if the tag variable 
u occurs free in n, and is said to be flat otherwise. 
We translate this proof into the following term: 
n 
z ( ) A+ tapply b (tapply r(n) U) -U A 
As this rule is a direct inverse of the catch rule, we can eliminate the maximal 
formula A V E introduced by the catch rule and eliminated by the tag application 
rule by the following conversions. Below we show both conversions of proofs and 
conversions of terms at the same time as commutative diagrams, where we assume 
that r(n) = a. 
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0 (?u,tapply u): 
A” ?u - . 
A+ tapply I-+ n[v +- u] 
-u 
A 
zl lz 
(tapply (?u a) 24) ++ a[0 + u] 
We can similarly eliminate the maximal formula A V E introduced by in1 or inr rule 
and eliminated by the tag application rule as follows: 
0 (inl, tapply u): 
f - in1 
A+ tapply -5 
-2J 
A 
zl lz 
(tapply (in1 a> u> H a 
0 (inr,tapply u): 
J- inr 
A+ tapply t-i j!u 
-7 U 
A 
zl lz 
(tapply (inr a> 24) H (!u a> 
If the tag application rule is added to NJ,jt we have to modify the notions of 
nested and flat proofs accordingly. Namely, a proof is nested if it contains one or 
more applications of nested throw rules or nested tag application rules, and is flat 
otherwise. 
Theorems 1 and 2 hold even if we extend NJ,/, by adding the tag application 
rule. We can indeed prove the extended Theorem 1 as follows. First, if the given 
proof is nested, then we can convert it to a flat proof by applying the nested throw 
conversion and the nested tag application conversion which we define 
below. 
l Nested tug application conversion.. 
n n 
A+ tapply H AVE 
F Zapply E X 
-U 
A 
(AvE)vE ?’ Au 
2 !u 
A 
case x 
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We then convert this flat proof to a catch-free proof by applying the commuting con- 
version rules we defined in Section 2 and the following conversion rules: 
l (tapply u, ?u), where u is not free in II: 
n 
*+ tapply 
-24 
D ++ D?E 
DVE ?’ 
l (tapply v, ?u), where v $ u: 
n 
*+ tapply 
-v 
D 
DVETU 
converts to 
n 
DVF 
-X 
(DvF)vE ?’ 
E . 
DVE lJx- 
DVE 
case x 
As we claimed at the beginning of this section, we can see that the tag application 
rule is derivable in NJ,,, as follows: 
n 
-x 
E 
AVE lx &!a”s,x 
A 
6. The natural deduction system N&/, 
In this section, we introduce the classical natural deduction system N&i,. NK+ is, 
by definition, obtained from NJ,,, simply by dropping the restriction on the implica- 
tion introduction rule. In other words, NK,, is obtained from the intuitionistic natural 
deduction system NJ by adding the catch and the throw rules to it. The following 
theorem tells us that NK,, is logically equivalent to NK. 
Theorem 4. Any formula is provable in N KC/, if and only if it is provable in NK. 
Proof. Zj! We see that the law of the excluded middle is provable in N&i, as follows: 
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Note that this is not an NJ,,, proof because of the restriction on the implication 
introduction rule. 
Only: We show by induction on the construction of N&i, proofs that if Il : r I- A; A 
holds in N&i,, then we can construct an NK proof II* such that II* : lA,T k A 
where TA is obtained from A by prefixing the negation sign to each formula in A. 
We have only to consider the catch and the throw rules. Suppose that the given 
proof is obtained by applying the throw rule as below: 
We can construct the following NK proof, where II* is constructed from Il by applying 
the induction hypothesis. 
I abort 
A 
Note that the tagged formula E in the original proof is changed to the assumption 
formula TE in the new proof. 
Next, suppose that the given proof is obtained by applying the catch rule as 
follows: 
!/ 
A”E ?’ 
We can construct the following NK proof, where II* is constructed from I7 by ap- 
plying the induction hypothesis and C stands for a proof of the tautology (7E > A) > 
(A V E). 
(-E>A)‘,(A”E) 
AVE 
Note that the tagged formula E is discharged in the original proof, and the assumption 
formula TE is discharged in the constructed proof. 17 
7. Conclusion 
We have introduced two natural deduction propositional systems NJ,,, and N&i, 
with the catch and the throw rules and showed that they are respectively equivalent to 
the standard natural deduction systems NJ and NK. 
NJ,,, was, essentially, obtained from NJ by adding the catch and the throw rules 
to it. Although NJ,,, and NJ are logically equivalent, some formulas can be proved 
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more naturally and succinctly in NJ,/, than in NJ. Suppose, for example, we have a 
proof II : I- A > B and Z : I- B > C in NJ or in NJ,/,. Then we can construct a proof 
of A t C as follows: 
17 
Let f 5 z(n) and g b r(Z). Then, by the Curry-Howard isomorphism r, the above 
proof is translated into the following A program. 
(apply g(apPly f x)) 
Now, suppose that, instead of ZI, we have II’ : t- A > B V E, and consider the prob- 
lem of constructing a proof of A I- C V E using l7’ and Z. Let f’ L z(Zl’). Then, 
f’ is a function which, given an input x satisfying the condition A, computes a value 
which satisfies either B or E. Which of B or C is satisfied by the computed value de- 
pends on the input X, but let us further stipulate that for most inputs X, (apply f’ xl 
satisfies B and it satisfies E only in exceptional cases. The problem, then, is to con- 
struct a proof with assumption variable n for A and which computes a value satisfying 
CVE. 
We can construct such a proof in NJ as follows: 
CVE 
EY. 
CVE In= case y 
The computational content of this proof is as follows. First, we apply f’ to x, and 
obtain a proof of B V E. We then analyze the value of this proof, and we continue 
the proof by cases. Note that we constructed a proof of C V E in each of the two 
cases. 
On the other hand, in NJ,,,, we can prove this as follows: 
n’ -_x ‘z -Y 
A3i:: A apply B3Cc B EY apply - !u 
c 
r7 case y 
This proof is also a proof by cases, but in this proof we proved C. Thus, in this proof, 
we could concentrate on the main target C, by throwing the exceptional case E and 
finally catching E at the end of the proof. 
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If we allow the tag application rule in NJ,,,, we can have yet another proof as 
follows: 
This proof does not contain a proof by cases any more. We used the tag application 
rule instead, and the structure of this proof keeps the structure of the original proof of 
A t- C as can be seen by the following program which is the translation of the above 
proof: 
Vu (apply 9 @apply (apply f’ x) u))) 
NJ,,, introduced in this paper is based on propositional logic. In order to give 
more concrete examples of proofs using the catch and the throw rules, it is necessary 
to extend the system so that it will be based on predicate logic and that it will be 
possible to treat inductively defined data types such as the type of natural numbers. 
Such a system will give a powerful basis for constructive programming [9] based on a 
functional anguage with the catch and throw mechanism. This is left for future work. 
We conclude the paper by comparing our work with some related works especially 
with Nakano [5]. Our systems are inspired by [5] and NJ,,, is closely related to 
Nakano’s system L,jt in [5]. There are, however, several major differences between 
them. 
Firstly, L,/, is given as a typing system, while our NJ,,, is a standard natural de- 
duction system based on NJ. Since Nakano does not consider proof conversions, the 
proof of the subject reduction property for his system is rather complex. 
Secondly, Nakano’s L,,, has an extra logical connective a in addition to the usual 
logical connectives of propositional logic. His programming language also has a pro- 
gram construction operator c which is used to interpret he logical connective a. a is 
logically equivalent o the disjunction connective V. We could not find any reason to 
have two different logical connectives for one and the same propositional operator, and 
we do have neither a nor rc in our system. Our systems are thus simpler than Nakano’s 
L c/t. 
Thirdly, Nakano gives only intuitionistic systems, while we give both intuitionistic 
and classical systems. There are recently extensive interests in giving constructive inter- 
pretations to mathematical systems based on classical ogic. In particular, it seems that, 
Parigot’s Ip-calculus [7], Rehof-Sorensen’s &-calculus [8] and Barbanera-Berardi’s 
symmetric lambda calculus [l] are related to our N&i,. The exact comparison of these 
systems also remains to be done in the future. 
Lastly, we should comment on the points where Nakano’s L,it is better than our 
NJ,,,. All the typable terms of Nakano’s L,lt are strongly normalizing [6] while it is 
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not known whether it is the case in our reduction system. Also, the condition under 
which implication introduction rule may be applied is more liberal in L+ than in NJ,,,. 
After submitting the first version of this paper, we could reformulate NJ,,, so that it 
has the same liberal condition for the application of the implication introduction rule 
as in Lcit and that all the proofs in it are strongly normalizing. We would like to report 
on it elsewhere [3]. 
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